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ABSTRACT 
 
A new technique for repairing near-opens (constrictions) in the wiring on printed circuit boards has been developed.  It is based 
on a local copper plating process induced by the Joule heat generated at the defect site.  It is self-locating, that is, it does not 
require the actual location of the defect in the line (circuit trace) to be identified.  It is self-terminating; the process stops by itself 
when the defect is cured.  By adding a simple laser seeding step, circuit opens can be repaired, and new interconnections 
created at will.  The repairs and customized interconnections generated by this new technique have the same quality as the 
original circuit traces. 

 
Printed circuit boards (PCB) fresh from the plating tank 
or etching tank often have defects.  Therefore, testing 
and repairing are among the most essential steps of 
the manufacturing process.  For near-opens, a 
commonly used method is to apply a high current 
pulse to each trace to blow them up, then treat them 
as circuit opens.  For circuit opens, the commonly 
used method is to solder or braze them with small 
pieces of copper wire or ribbon.  As the density of 
circuits becomes higher and higher, this method is 
becoming increasingly difficult to practice. 
 
In this article, a new process called self-induced repair 
(SIR) is described.  The basic idea is to utilize the 
Joule heat generated at the constriction site to induce 
local copper plating, thus, to convert the constriction to 
normal thickness.1  To repair circuit opens, or to make 
new connections, a prior laser-seeding step is 
executed to generate a conducting film along the 

desired path.  No matter how poor the initial conductance, the SIR process will restore it to normal.2 
 
Figure 1 shows the schematic of SIR.  A PCB is submerged in a plating solution, which typically contains 1M CuSO4 and 0.25M 
H2SO4.  An alternating current is passed through the defective trace.  Because the constriction site has a higher electrical 
resistance and a lower heat conductance than the normal part of the trace, it becomes warmer, as shown in Fig. 2.  The 
thermobattery effect causes the warm part to become cathodic and the cool part anodic.  Positive copper ions are attracted to 
the constriction.  When the defect site is built up sufficiently for a decrease in Joule heat, even with a reasonably high current, the 
local plating process terminates automatically. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 1 - A simple apparatus for demonstrating self-induced repair. 
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Figure 2 - The principle of self-induced repair: local 
electroplating induced by Joule heat at a constriction. 

Figure 3 - An electrochemical cell for measuring the 
temperature dependence of the equilibrium electrode 
potential (the thermobattery effect). 

 
Thermobattery effect is simply a term to describe the temperature 
dependence of the equilibrium electrode potential.3,4  Figure 3 
shows a simple experiment for demonstrating this effect.  A glass 
U-tube, with two identical copper electrodes, is filled with plating 
solution.  By heating one of the two water jackets, using the 
heating coil, the DC millivoltmeter will show a non-zero reading.  
By letting it cool down naturally, complete curves (equilibrium cell 
potential vs. temperature difference) can be recorded.*  Typical 
curves are shown in Fig. 4.  Experiments show that the slope of 
the curves (the temperature coefficient of the equilibrium 
electrode potential) is independent of the concentration of H2SO4, 
but depends sharply on the concentration of CuSO4, which is 
expected from the Nernst equation.1  With a temperature rise of 
50°C, a cell voltage of 30 mV can be generated.  Experiments 
also show that the warm electrode is always positive.  If the two 
electrodes are connected with a wire, copper ions will migrate to 
the warm electrode.  The plating rate induced by such a 
thermobattery effect is typically a few microns per minute.  
Therefore, a constriction can be built up in just a few minutes. 

 
To execute the SIR process properly, alternating current must be 
used. If DC is used, the two sides of the trace will have a voltage difference.  Consequently, copper will deposit on one side and 
dissolve on the other, and the trace will become asymmetric.  Pure alternating current generates plating only at the defect site.  
Different kinds of AC power sources have been tested, with the result that within the audio range, i.e., up to a few kHz, the 
process is independent of both frequency and waveform. Thus, the simplest way to do the experiment is to use commercial 60-
Hz power, as shown in Fig. 1.  A variac and a transformer are used to reduce the line voltage to a few volts.  Current is fed into 
the defective circuit trace through a one-ohm power resistor and a pair of copper probes.  The current is monitored with a digital  

                                                 
*When the hot end is cooled to room temperature, the voltage may differ from zero because the surfaces of the electrodes have been changed 
during heating.  By repeated cycling, however, the slope is always reproducible. Therefore, the measurement is still meaningful. 

 
Figure 4 - Dependence of cell potential on temperature  
difference of the electrodes. 
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voltmeter across the power resistor.  Thus, the one-ohm 
resistor is used to stabilize the current as well as monitor it.  
Of course, for production lines, a computer-driven AC 
source is preferred. 
 
To avoid overheating, as well as underheating, the current 
must be carefully controlled.  Though this appeared 
difficult, it was found that by ramping the AC slowly from 
zero to the rated current of the normal trace, the process 
becomes self-regulating,1 as shown in Fig. 5.  At first, there 
is no action.  When the current reaches a point where the 
temperature at the defect induces substantial plating, the 
defect becomes partially cured.  As a result, the trace can 
tolerate a higher current.  Finally, the current reaches the 
rated value (the maximum the trace can tolerate).  If part of 
the trace is still too narrow, copper will deposit at this spot 
to make it thicker and broader.  The repairing current is 
then maintained at the maximum value for a couple of 
minutes.  The local plating process stops automatically 

when no part of the trace is overheated under the rated current. 
 
If there are multiple constrictions in a trace, they may be repaired in a single operation.  By ramping AC into the trace, the most 
severe defect gets heated first, and so, plated first.  When it is comparable to the next most severe defect, both defects are 
plated at the same rate.  The process continues until the entire trace becomes more or less uniform. 

 
Figure 6 shows a sequence of photographs of a defect undergoing self-induced repair, reproduced from a video tape.  The 
samples are small pieces of epoxy-glass PCB with a copper trace about 40 μm thick and 150 μm wide.  The constrictions in the 
traces were made through local etching with ferric chloride solution to desirable dimensions.  The electrolyte contains 1M CuSO4 
and 0.25M H2SO4.  The 60-Hz AC was ramped from 1A to 4A at a rate of 2A per minute.  The sample is tilted by 45° with respect 
to the optical axis of the video-camera lens to obtain good perspective.  The time interval between consecutive frames in Fig. 6 is 
10 seconds.  As shown, the deposition process begins at a small hot spot at the center of the constriction.  The copper 
deposition becomes thicker and larger with time.  Through the microscope, it is observed that many shiny spots are moving 
around in the region of copper deposition.  In fact, as shown later in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs, the 

 
Figure 5 - The current ramping process for self-induced repair. 

Figure 6 - Photographic sequence showing the evolution of a defect under self-induced repair, reproduced from a video tape.  
Time interval between frames: 10 seconds. 
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shiny spots are facets of tiny copper crystals changing size and orientation during the deposition process.  Later, copper 
deposition spreads to both sides of the constriction. 
 
Figure 7 is an SEM micrograph of the surface at the center of the SIR 
copper deposition.  As shown, the deposited copper appears crystalline 
and continuous, with grain size of 1 to 5 μm.  It has the dense texture 
typical of plated copper.  
 
To repair circuit opens or make new interconnections, a seeding step is 
needed.  Although there are many different ways to make seeded 
interconnections, it was found that the laser-induced pyrolytic 
decomposition process from a solid-film of an organometallic 
compound is convenient and inexpensive, as shown in Fig. 8.  First, an 
organometallic film is applied on the substrate.  Second, a focused 
laser beam is scanned along the path to be seeded.  A metal film is 
then generated along the desired path.  Third, the residual 
organometallic film is washed off with a solvent, e.g., the same solvent 
used for spraying it. 
 
A proven formula for the spraying fluid is one gram of palladium acetate 
(PdAc) dissolved in a mixture of 8 mL of chloroform and 2 mL of methyl 
alcohol.5  By using a commercial air brush, for example, a uniform 
brown film of PdAc can be formed on the substrate.  An argon ion laser, with an output up to 100 mW at 514 nm or 488 nm or 
both, is suitable for seeding. 
 

The laser seeding apparatus is shown in Fig. 9.  All the 
operations are conducted in air.  Thus, it is much simpler 
than laser chemical vapor deposition, which needs a 
sophisticated vacuum chamber and gas handling 
system.6  In addition, because the function of seeding is 
to provide an initial conducting path, the electrical quality 
of seeded connections is not critical.  Therefore, the 
process window is very wide.  The following results are 
from a systematic study of operational conditions: 
 
Figure 10 shows the resistance of the seeded palladium 
trace per unit length as a function of laser power and 
PdAc film thickness.  Actually, as long as the PdAc film 
along the desired path is fully decomposed, the seeding 
is almost always effective. 

 
Figure 11 shows the width of the Pd trace as a function of laser power and PdAc thickness.  As shown, the major factor in width 
control is laser power. 
 
Figure 12 shows the effect of scan velocity on trace width.  As shown, trace width remains constant over two orders of magnitude 
of scan velocity.  Again, a very wide process window was observed. 
 
A typical customized connection made through this two-step process is shown in Fig. 13: part (a) shows two traces to be 
connected; (b) a palladium pattern generated by spraying a thin film of PdAc, followed by a programmed laser scan.  The width 
of the Pd trace is 14 μm; (c) the copper trace after SIR. As can be seen from the photograph, the deposited copper is uniform 
and continuous.  Also, the shiny copper deposition extends to the ends of the original trace, making the entire pattern an 
integrated piece of solid copper. 

 
Figure 7 - Scanning electron micrograph of copper  
deposition at the center of a defect, generated by  
self-induced repair. 

 
Figure 8 - Laser seeding for repair opens and making customized  
interconnections using self-induced repair. 
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Figure 9 - Apparatus for laser seeding. Figure 10 - Dependence of the resistance of the seeded 
connections on laser power. 

 

Figure 11 - Dependence of the trace width of the seeded 
interconnection on laser power. 

Figure 12 - Effect of scan speed on trace width, showing 
that trace width is almost independent of scan speed. 

 

 
Figure 13 - Example of customized interconnections made with laser seeding and self-induced repair: (1) two leads with a 
spacing of 0.2 mm; (2) after seeding with palladium, resistance is about 100 ohms; (3) after self-induced repair, resistance is 
about 50 mohms. 
 
Figure 14 shows a typical cross section of the traces generated by this process.  As shown, the cross-sectional area of copper 
can be orders of magnitude greater than that of the palladium seed material. 
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Summary 
 
A self-inducing method for repairing near opens in 
printed circuit boards has been described.  This 
process is self-locating, self-limiting, and provides 
high-quality copper deposition.  By using a prior 
laser-seeding step, this method can be used for 
repairing circuit opens as well as creating 
customized interconnections. 
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